Masters and Combined Masters Programs in Philosophy in Canada

**Combined Juris Doctor and Master of Arts**

Combined Juris Doctor and Master of Arts in Law and Philosophy – [York University](#)

Combined Juris Doctor and Bachelor of Laws in Philosophy and Law – [York University](#)

Licentiate of Philosophy – [St. Paul University](#)

**Master of Arts**

Philosophy – [Brock University](#)

Philosophy – [Carleton University](#)

Philosophy – [Concordia University](#)

Philosophy – [Dalhousie University](#)

Philosophy – [McGill University](#)

Philosophy – [McMaster University](#)

Philosophy – [Queen’s University](#)

Philosophy – [Ryerson University](#)

Philosophy – [Simon Fraser University](#)

Philosophy – [St. Mary’s University](#)

Philosophy – [University of Alberta](#)

Philosophy - [University of British Columbia](#)

Philosophy - [University of Calgary](#)

Philosophy - [University of Guelph](#)

Philosophy - [University of Ottawa](#)

Philosophy - [University of Regina](#)

Philosophy - [University of Saskatchewan](#)

Philosophy - [University of Toronto](#)

Philosophy - [University of Victoria](#)
Philosophy - University of Waterloo

Philosophy – University of Western Ontario

Philosophy – University of Windsor

Philosophy – York University

Master of Indigenous Education

Indigenous Pedagogy and Epistemology – First Nations University of Canada